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Imperium: The Contention is a 4X card game in which players struggle to claim 
the Void Scepter, in a ritual war of ascension known as The Contention. Games 
take 30 to 120 minutes, or about 20 minutes per player. Preconstructed decks 
are included, as are all cards necessary to construct your own decks. 
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Game Components

6 Preconstructed 
Decks

41 Resource Tokens
42 Colony Tokens

The Void Scepter

6 Favor Dials

14 Ship Token Cards

14 Ship Token Minis

Deluxe Components

Solo Campaign

72 Solo Cards
Extractor 

Token

Terran 
Bonus 
Token

324 Cards
(includes precon decks)

38 Locations

(For the Terran 
Homeworld 

ability)

(For the 
location 
Vernoth)
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Factions

Terran Alliance
Contender: Admiral Rakel Ryneck
Strengths: Buffing Ships, Missiles, Political Slander

After a bloody Terran civil war, the Imperium made first contact. 
Realizing humanity is an underdog in a populated galaxy, Rakel 
makes a desperate gambit to lead humanity into a new era... 

Sek
Contender: Lord Zantarif
Strengths: Jumping, AOE, Black Holes, Transporters

A technocracy from another galaxy, the Sek are building a 
stable gateway home to save their people from the horrors that 
led them here. But the Imperium sees the gate as a threat...

Roonian
Contender: The Speaker
Strengths: Expanding, Swarming, Evolving, Defending

The Queen of Queens rules the endless insect worlds of the Hive. 
The Speaker has come with a message. They have held back long 
enough. It is time for the Hive to grow...

Mechan
Contender: Four, The Protector
Strengths: Resources, Tough Ships, Tractor Beams

A race of machines, the Mechan are ruled by seven immortals, 
each with drastically different functions and personalities. Four 
sees all organic life as a threat, and the others can’t control him.

Dregulon
Contender: Spymaster Imlin
Strengths: Secret Agents, Cloaking, Mercs

Shapeshifters from a desert planet, the Dregulon have become 
lords of the Imperium’s underworld. Using mercenaries and spies, 
Imlin intends to restore the Dregulon to their former glory.

Avar
Contender: Aora, First Daughter of Sheratar
Strengths: Fast Ships, Imperial Influence, Range

Devout worshipers of Sheratar, the Avar have an ancient 
and strong piloting tradition. They hold a place of great power 
within the Authority, the Imperium’s enforcement arm.
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Reading a Card
Name

Type

Text 
Box

Faction 
Icon

Resource 
Cost

Attack

Attack

Name

Defense

Defense

Text 
Box

Speed

Name - The card’s name. 

Resource Cost - How 
many resources it costs to 
play the card. 

Type - The card’s type and 
subtypes (see next page).

Attack - How much damage 
it deals during battle. 

Defense - How much 
damage it takes to destroy it.

Speed - The maximum 
number of sectors it can 
move during movement.

Text Box - The card text 
here describes one or more 
abilities. Any flavor text 
appears at the bottom in 
italics. 

Faction Icon - Each faction 
has a unique icon. You can 
only have cards from one 
faction in your deck. Your 
homeworld indicates your 
faction icon.

Unique/Unlimited - 
Indicated by one or three 
gold dots. Used when 
building a deck (See below). 
There can only be 1 copy 
of a unique card in play. If 
a 2nd copy enters play, the 
1st copy is scrapped.

Building a Deck
• Decks must have exactly 30 cards. 
• Decks can’t have more than 2 copies of a card. 

There are two exceptions:
• Unique cards are limited to 1 copy per deck.
• Unlimited cards have no limit on copies per deck. 

• Your deck can only have cards from one faction 
(designated by the faction icon). It can also have 
neutral cards (no faction icon).

• The ‘Bluff’ card doesn’t go in your deck.

Unique

Unlimited
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Card Categories

Card Types
Location - Locations are large cards that are laid out on the map at the 
beginning of the game (see Setup, The Map). Locations that don’t have a written 
attack score are treated as having an attack of 0. They come in four subtypes: 
• Homeworld - Each faction has a homeworld. It’s your starting location.
• Colony - Colonies are randomly laid out during setup to create most of the map.
• Imperial Capital - The Imperial Capital appears in the middle of large maps. It 

has special rules to settle it (written on the back). 
• Black Hole - Keep Black Holes off the map until an effect creates one. 

Asset - An asset is any card in play, including locations that a player controls. 

Attachment - Stations, constructs, and agents are attachments. Place 
attachments on top of a location they attach to, or behind other assets with the 
name still visible. When they attach to a player, keep them off the map.

Attachments ‘share the fate’ of what they attach to. If an asset is destroyed, so are 
any attachments. If it moves, any attachments move with it. If an asset is scrapped, 
its attachments are scrapped. If an ability affects an attachment or what it’s attached 
to, check if its target is still legal. If the attachment’s target isn’t legal, scrap it.

Attach to a Location
Attach to a Ship

See top of 
page 18 for 
details on 
anomalies 
and gates.Front

Homeworld Colony Imperial Capital

Back
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Action - Actions have a one-time effect when they are played. Then they go 
to your scrap pile. 

Agent - Agents have wide ranging effects that can improve your empire or 
harm your enemies. They are attachments.

Construct - Constructs usually improve a location. They are attachments.

Ship - Ships are the primary method of attacking your enemies and defending 
locations. They can be played at your homeworld or where you have an asset 
with the Shipyard ability. 

• Token Ships - Some cards generate token ships, which are represented by 
small cards or minis, your choice. Below are token ships and the maximum 
number of each you can control. If an effect generates a token ship and you’re 
at your maximum, the effect is ignored. Their resource cost is 0. If an effect 
puts a token ship in your hand or deck, it’s scrapped.

Station - Stations can defend your locations like ships, but can’t move. 
Stations attach to any friendly location, unless they say otherwise. 

Tech - Tech are played off the map (not on a location). They have wide ranging 
effects that improve your empire. 

Subtypes include Secret, Imperial, Bio, Corp, and Merc. 
These subtypes are often combined with a type in a format like 
“Ship: Imperial”. They can enable special synergies. You can 
ignore subtypes unless an ability specifically mentions them.

Bluff - The Bluff card is a special card that you put in your 
hand at the start of the game. It is used during the Face-Off 
phase. It can’t be discarded or put in your deck. When you 
count how many cards are in your hand, always include the 
Bluff card. It includes helpful reminder text including: the Turn 
Structure, the “ : Settle” ability (more on page 12), and a chart 
telling you how much favor you gain or lose when locations 
are destroyed (more on page 16). 

Droneling
(Max 6)

Fighter
(Max 3)

Destroyer
(Max 3)

Dreadnought
(Max 2)
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Setup

Last Colony Token

A. Choose a Faction - Each player chooses a faction. They  
get the following components that match their faction:

• Deck
• Homeworld
• Favor dial (starts at 0)
• 7 Colony tokens (keep in a stack near you)

B. The Void Scepter - Randomly determine who starts with the Void Scepter. You can 
shuffle each player’s homeworld together face down and draw one, or use another method. 

C. The Map - Build a map that matches your player count (see page 10). Players place 
their homeworld in the starting position nearest to their seat. 

• Random Seating - You can randomly determine seating by shuffling each player’s 
homeworld together and placing them face down in starting positions when creating 
the map. Flip them over when the map is complete. Players sit near their homeworld.

D. Resource Tokens - Keep resource tokens accessible to all players.

E. Starting Hand - Separate the Bluff card from your deck. Shuffle your deck and draw 
4 cards. Then you may mulligan once. Then put the Bluff card in your hand.

• Mulligan - You may put any number of cards in your hand on the bottom of your 
deck, then draw back up to 4 cards. 

Win Conditions
Favor represents your Imperial influence. It gives you the power to bend the Imperium to 
your will and finally seize the Void Scepter. Your favor starts at 0 and can’t go below 0.

• You win if your favor is 8 or greater at end of turn.
• You win if you’ve placed all of your colony tokens at end of turn. 
• In 2 Player games - You win if you destroy the enemy homeworld.

Keep the colony token that looks different at the bottom of your colony token 
stack. It should be placed last. It’s used to signal to the other players that you 
control 8 locations and may win at the end of turn. If your last colony token is in 
play and another colony token goes back to your stack, switch them.

Tie Breakers 
If multiple players meet a win condition simultaneously, the winner is the 
single player amongst them who meets the highest tie breaker below:

1. Whoever has the most favor.
2. Whoever controls the Imperial Capital.
3. Whoever controls the most locations.
4. Whoever acts earliest in scepter order (see top of page 12).

Your First Game
For your first game, we 

recommend Avar, Terran, 
or Roonian. The Bluff card 
should be on top of your 
deck. Set it aside before 

shuffling.
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Example Setup (4 Player)
In 3+ player games, we recommend having resources on both sides of the map.

Your Area

Deck

Face-Off 
Area

Your 
Resources

‘Off the 
map area’

Your 
Homeworld

Scrap 
Pile

Favor 
Dial

Colony 
Tokens

You’ll need space near you to keep your deck and tokens. You’ll also need space for 
cards that are played ‘off the map’, like tech and some agents.
• Scrap Pile - is a pile of face up cards kept near your deck. Cards go here when they 

are destroyed, discarded, scrapped, or canceled. Actions go here after they are played. 
• Face-Off Area - Leave space in front of you to play cards during the face-off.
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The Map
Create a map that matches your player count. Shuffle the colonies, and randomly lay 
them out face down. Put homeworlds for your chosen factions in the designated starting 
positions (the homeworlds shown are just examples, use your chosen faction’s homeworld). 
Some maps have the Imperial Capital placed face down near the middle of the map. 

2 Player Map

Starting 
Positions

(Put your chosen
homeworlds here)

Tip: Expanding towards 
your opponent early can 
be dangerous. When in 
doubt, expand to the 
side first. 

3 Player Map

Balance:
The player in top 
position draws an 
extra card in their 
starting hand.

Imperial Capital
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5 Player Map

4 Player Map 
See setup example on page 9. 

6 Player Map
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• Beginning
1. Production – All players get resources (     ) equal to the number of locations they 

control + 1. So all players get 2 resources the first turn. They also get resources 
from assets with the Production ability.  Resources don’t go away until you 
spend them, so keep any leftover from last turn.  

2. Draw – All players draw a card. 
• If your deck is ever empty, shuffle your 

scrap pile and that becomes your deck.

3. Beginning of turn – Abilities that say “at 
beginning of turn” trigger in scepter order.

• Command
1. Movement - The player with the Void Scepter moves 

any number of ships they control in any order.
• Moving a Ship - Move the ship 1 sector at a time 
orthogonally (up, down, left, or right) a number of 
times equal to or less than its speed. 
• Explore - When your ship is done moving, you 
immediately explore the location where it ends 
its movement. To explore, only you look at a face 
down location, then put it back face down.

2. Develop – The player with the Void Scepter uses one develop ( ) ability. The most 
commonly used develop ability is “ : Settle”, described below. Your homeworld and 
other assets can grant you additional  abilities. 
• : Settle - To settle, choose a location adjacent to a location you control 
(diagonal is not adjacent). Flip it face up and orient it like your homeworld. Put your 
colony token on it. You can’t settle a location if an opponent has ships there or 
you’re out of colony tokens.
• Go Around - The command phase repeats for the next player in scepter order. 
This continues until all players have been through the command phase once.

Turn Structure
Turns are simultaneous, meaning all players go through turns together. Turns 
repeat until the game is over. Turns are made up of phases, bulleted below, which 
are broken into steps, numbered below them. (See the Bluff card for turn summary.)

Scepter order - The Void Scepter is used to determine who acts first in certain 
situations. Scepter order means starting with the player with the Void Scepter, 
followed by the next player to the left (clockwise), until all players have acted once. 

+

Flip

Settle a location

Move your ships

Get resources Draw

Add your 
colony token
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• Face-Off
1. Drop – Each player selects a card from their hand and 

places it face down on the table. 
• Out of Resources - If you’re out of resources, you can’t 
play cards. Leave your Bluff card face up on the table.
• Sitting Out - You can leave your Bluff card face up on 
the table to automatically Bluff for as long as you leave it 
there. You can pick it up before any drop to join back in.

2. Flip – Cards are simultaneously flipped over. If you revealed 
a Bluff card, return it to your hand. All other cards are now being played (see next page). 
• Repeat - The face-off repeats if anyone played a card, unless nobody has resources. 
Before battle begins, return your Bluff card to your hand.

• Battle
1. Targeting – Each asset a player controls that has an 

attack value of 1 or greater can target one enemy 
location, ship, or station in their sector. 
• Defenders - Your ships and stations automatically 
defend your locations.  Enemies must target each 
defender with attacks that add up to lethal damage 
before they can target the location in the defender’s 
sector. (Lethal damage is equal to or greater than its defense.)
• Order - The player with the Void Scepter chooses 
their targets in any order, followed by the next player 
in scepter order. This continues until all players 
have selected targets.
• Notes - You can’t split one attack between multiple 
targets. You don’t have to choose a target.

2. Damage - Once all targets have been assigned, all 
attacks are made simultaneously, dealing damage 
equal to their attack value to the target. Destroyed 
ships and stations go to the scrap pile. When locations 
are destroyed, players gain and lose favor (see When 
Locations are Destroyed, page 16). 

3. End of Turn - All assets are repaired. Repairing 
removes all damage. Then effects that last “this 
turn” or “until end of turn” end. Finally, check for win 
conditions (see Win Conditions, page 8).

4. Pass the Void Scepter - Pass the Void  
Scepter to the left/clockwise. 

Drop Flip

Getting Past Defenders: 
The Border Guard targets 
the defending Drone, 
assigning lethal damage. 
This allows the Avar Raptor 
to target the colony. During 
the damage step, the Drone 
and colony will be destroyed. 
(Note: the Border Guard has 
Range. See Range on page 24.)

Defenders: 
The Alliance Dropship is defending the 
colony. This stops the Sek Patrol from 
targeting the colony. The Sek Patrol 
can either target the Alliance Dropship 
or not attack.
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1.  Choose – Any choices to be made or targets to be selected are 
announced. If there aren’t any valid targets, the card is returned to its 
owner’s hand and replaced with the Bluff card.

• Ships - Choose an asset you control with the Shipyard ability, or your 
homeworld. The ship will enter play there.
• Order - Choices are made in scepter order. 
• Locked In - These targets and choices are locked in and can’t be 
changed later. 

2. Pay – The final cost of the card is paid. If it can’t be paid, the card is 
returned to its owner’s hand and replaced with the Bluff card. Some 
cards have additional costs other than resources. 

3. Being Played – The card is now ‘being played’. A card at this stage until 
it resolves can be canceled, which means it has no effect and goes to 
the scrap pile. Otherwise, nothing usually happens at this stage. 

4. Resolve – The card has an effect or comes into play. After actions 
resolve, they go to the scrap pile. Cards resolve in the following order:

1.  Cards that target or cancel cards being played resolve in scepter order. 
2. All other cards resolve in scepter order. 

• Invalid Targets - When a card resolves, if all of your 
targets are no longer valid or in play, the card returns 
to your hand and has no effect. This includes when 
a Shipyard you chose is no longer in play. Any costs 
paid in step 2 are returned to you.

Playing a Card
Cards are played during the face-off. After cards are revealed during the flip, 
follow the steps below. If nobody plays a card, the face-off is over (revealing a 
Bluff card doesn’t count as playing a card).

Example: 
Brandon has the Void 
Scepter. He reveals 
Defensive Strike and 
targets the Sek Patrol. 
Cathy reveals Jump and 
also targets the Sek 
Patrol. The Defensive 
Strike resolves first, 
destroying the ship. 
The Jump’s target is no 
longer valid and it returns 
to Cathy’s hand. She 
doesn’t have to pay for it.
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Face-Off Examples

Flip

Flip

Flip

Flip

FlipDrop

Drop

Drop

Drop

Drop

Face-Off 1

Face-Off 1

Face-Off 2

Face-Off 2

Face-Off 3

Tim and Anna begin the face-off. They both have .

The example above could play out very differently.

Tim plays a Soldier. 
Anna Bluffs.

Anna leaves her Bluff card 
face up, indicating she is 

‘sitting out’.
Tim plays a Drone.

Tim Bluffs.
Anna destroys the Soldier.

Anna is still sitting out.
Tim reveals a Bluff card.

Since nobody played a card, 
the face-off is over.

Anna is out of resources, 
so she leaves her Bluff card 

face up on the table.  
Tim plays a Drone.

Then they’re both out of 
resources.

3

Designer’s Notes: 
In this example, Tim 
decided to save his 
resources instead of 
play the Soldier. Anna 
was waiting to react to 
a threat with Black Op, 
but the Drone wasn’t 
worth destroying. 
Sometimes, your best 
play is to save your 
resources.

Sitting out: Anna 
could have picked up 
her Bluff card after the 
first flip, then dropped 
a card. She decided to 
continue sitting out. 

Tim

Tim

Anna

Anna
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When Locations are Destroyed
When you destroy an enemy location, you gain favor. When a location you 
control is destroyed, you lose favor. How much you gain or lose depends on the 
type of location as shown below. This chart is included on the Bluff card. 

• Flip - When your homeworld or the Imperial Capital is destroyed, flip it over. (Don’t 
flip colonies when they are destroyed.) 

• Colony Tokens - When a location you control is destroyed, return the colony 
token to your stack.

• Negative Favor - Your favor can’t go below 0. If an effect gives you negative 
favor, first check if you will simultaneously gain favor from another effect (such as a 
location you destroy in battle). Then if your favor is still negative, it becomes 0 instead.

Gain Lose

Colony +2 favor -1 favor

Homeworld or 
Imperial Capital

+4 favor -3 favor

Your Homeworld Is Destroyed
Opponents can’t settle your homeworld. If you settle your homeworld, don’t put a 
colony token on it. If it’s destroyed, there are ways to get it back:

If your homeworld is unsettled, you can use the following ability:

• : Settle your homeworld. It can’t be attacked this turn. (You may settle it even if 
there are enemy ships there or you don’t control an adjacent location.)

If your homeworld has been removed from the map or turned into a Black Hole, you 
can use the following ability: 

• : Replace one of your colonies with your homeworld. (Any attachments to that 
colony that can attach to your homeworld do so. The rest are scrapped.)

If you don’t control a location, you can use the following ability:

• : Settle. You don’t need to control an adjacent location.

Who Destroyed It
Sometimes two players damage the same asset during battle and it’s destroyed. 
You’ll need to know who destroyed it for situations such as: who gets favor 
for destroying a location, or whether you’ll get the benefit of the Troops or 
Boarding ability.

Determine who destroyed an asset during battle starting with:

1. Whoever dealt the most damage to it.
2. Whoever acts earliest in scepter order.
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Example Battle
An epic battle is about to rage over the Imperial Capital between the Sek, Avar, and 
Roonian. The Sek have the Void Scepter, and the Avar are next in scepter order. The 
Roonian and Avar agree to team up and try to destroy the Imperial Capital.

Scepter order:
Sek
Avar 
Roonian

Targeting Step:
• Sek - The Sek Battlecruiser 
targets the Avar Raptor.

• Avar - The Avar Raptor and 
Fighter Base target the Sek 
Battlecruiser for 5 damage 
total, enough to destroy it.

• Roonian - The Mothership 
is clear to target the 
Imperial Capital. 

Damage Step:
• Damage is dealt simultaneously 
to the chosen targets.  

• The Imperial Capital, Avar Raptor, 
and Sek Battlecruiser are 
destroyed. The Roonian gain 4 
favor, and the Sek lose 3 favor. 
The Sek colony token on the 
Capital is returned to their stack. 

• The Mothership’s Troops ability 
triggers and the Roonian settle 
the Imperial Capital. The Roonian 
put their colony token there.

Defenders: The 
Sek Battlecruiser 
is defending the 
Capital. It must be 
targeted with lethal 
damage (enough to 
destroy it) before 
the Imperial Capital 
can be targeted 
with an attack. 

Betrayal: It’s possible for the Sek and Avar 
to work together to destroy the Mothership. 
Since the Sek choose targets first, they 
would have to trust that the Avar will target 
the Mothership. This could lead to the Sek 
being betrayed. Always be wary of betrayal, 
especially when you have the Void Scepter.
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For the first 3-4 turns, focus on settling locations and playing ships. Cards that 
produce resources or expand your empire are also a priority. Save your actions 
and cards that can react quickly for when you’re being attacked or they help an 
offensive succeed. Don’t worry about drawing cards or playing most tech until 
you have a board presence or extra resources. 

The resources gained from locations will make you powerful, but overextending can 
make you vulnerable. Expanding close to enemy homeworlds and Shipyards is 
dangerous. If your empire is hard to defend, you can easily get counterattacked 
and lose many worlds in one turn. Late in the game, it’s often better to use  
abilities other than settle, unless you’re trying to win by placing all of your colony 
tokens.

Understanding ‘scepter order’ is key to timing your offensive. Whoever has the 
Void Scepter moves ships first, and that makes them vulnerable. When you move 
ships last is the perfect time to be aggressive! Prepare for these turns ahead of 
time. In large games, you’ll usually be moving ships before the player to your left, 
so be wary of them. 

Taking the Imperial Capital at the wrong time can result in quickly losing it. Turtling 
up too much may result in an enemy building up too much power. Trust too much 
in an ally and they may become your greatest enemy. Only one may wield the Void 
Scepter.

Basic Strategy Guide

The Golden Rule

Anomalies & Gates

Custom Maps
If you want to make your own maps, here are some guidelines to help you:

• Get as close to 5 colonies per player as you can, without going over.
• Use the Imperial Capital with 3 or more players.
• Put the Imperial Capital as close to the center as you can.
• Keep homeworlds 3 or 4 sectors to their closest neighbors. 
• No homeworlds should be 1 or 2 sectors from each other.
• Try to keep homeworlds balanced in terms of distance to the Imperial 

Capital and distance to their neighbors.

Wherever a card’s text conflicts with the rules, the card take precedence.

Locations with the anomaly or gate subtype, like the Catoran Nebula or Shadow 
Gate, have abilities that function whether they are settled or not. When face up, their 
abilities are active for all players. When face down, they have no effect. 

Using a gate does not cost any of a ship’s movement. When moving, ships may 
use a gate even if they have no movement left, or to start their movement.
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Optional Rules

Elimination Mode
This mode provides a more intense, competitive experience. We don’t recommend this 
mode at high player counts if players are worried about getting eliminated early and waiting.

Favor - Your favor starts at 8.

Win Conditions
• You win if you’re the last remaining player.
• You win if you’ve placed all of your Colony tokens at the end of the turn. 
• You lose if your Homeworld is destroyed.
• You lose if your favor is 0. 

When you lose, your colony tokens are removed from the map and your Homeworld is 
flipped over. Any cards that came from your deck are removed from play.

When Locations are Destroyed - When a location is destroyed players don’t gain 
favor. Its controller loses favor equal to the defense value written on the location. 

Imperial Capital - The Imperial Capital has “At beginning of turn, all opponents lose 2 
favor.” It loses “At beginning of turn, gain 2 favor.”

Free Explore
When you use the “ : Settle” ability, before settling, you may explore one location 
adjacent to a location you control (look at a face down location, then put it back face down).

Team Mode
Divide players into teams of 2v2, 3v3, or 2v2v2. A player on your team is called an ally.
• Players check for win conditions individually. If one player from a team wins, the team 

wins. If using Elimination Mode rules, then you win if you’re the last remaining team.
• Your effects that say “friendly” can target an ally’s assets. 
• Your effects that say “enemy” can’t target an ally’s assets. 
• Your ships and stations automatically defend your ally’s locations.
• Speaker - Each team chooses a speaker. Only a speaker can start with the Void 

Scepter. When passing the Void Scepter, skip players that aren’t speakers.

Modifying Game Length
Normally, you win if your favor is 8 or greater at end of turn. You can modify this to:  
• You win if your favor is 10 or greater at end of turn. (Longer games)
• You win if your favor is 6 or greater at end of turn. (Shorter or intro games)

Dual Faction Mode
Your deck may contain cards from two factions. If it does, your deck must have 45 cards and 
can’t have more than 3 unique cards. Choose a matching homeworld, colony tokens, and favor 
dial from one of those two factions. We recommend colored card sleeves to track your cards.

Below are optional rules to tweak your gaming experience. If you use a rule, it supersedes 
those in previous sections where they conflict or overlap.
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Over 200 million years ago, at the height of the Kern Empire, the Void 
Scepter was created as a symbol of their technological mastery. 
Millions of years passed, and the scepter passed from emperor to 
emperor, as the Kern spread and enslaved thousands of worlds. 

But all hope was not lost. A great Avar warrior, Sheratar, led a rebellion 
that galvanized many worlds together to overthrow the Kern. And in 
the final battle on Kernoth, Sheratar fell. In that fateful moment, his 
daughter picked up his mask, and while pretending to be him, led their 
forces to victory. They both become legends, with Sheratar being 
worshiped as a god, and the ancestral daughter of Sheratar being the 
bearer of the mask and their military leader to this day. 

Then the Teruskans emerged from the edges of the galaxy. The Kern 
had been keeping them at bay, but now nothing could stop them from 
sweeping over the war-torn galaxy. They began The Purge to scour 
Kern technology from existence. And a dark age began...

But the Greckari rediscovered Kern technology in secret. And forming a new 
alliance, they beat the Teruskans back to the depths from which they came. This 
left them in a position of great power. Before long new tensions arose. But the 
long lived and wise Greckari had learned a powerful lesson by watching the Kern 
and Teruskans fall. In a bold move, with much persuasion from the Dregulon, 
they decided to share power. And so the Imperium was born. But the question 
remained, how to choose the emperor? 

The Contention is perhaps the cleverest and cruelest answer to this question. 
It is, simply put, a war of ascension between consenting civilizations - mutual 
combat on a galactic scale. Anyone who wishes to enter need only appear at the 
Imperial Capital and invoke the Right of Contention. Then, at the start of the next 
Imperial Cycle, the Contention begins. The victor claims the Void Scepter. But 
the cost may be everything. Your life, your people, your worlds, your fleet...all are 
involved, all may burn, all is legal. 

And so it was. And it has worked so well that the Imperium has endured for over 
three million years. But the cost has been high. The bodies of those who have 
perished in Contentions past would weigh enough to form a star. And yet outside 
the Contention, there is great peace, maintained by the Authority, the Imperium’s 
enforcement arm. 

Since its founding, many species have emerged and joined the Imperium, until 
almost the entire galaxy has become Imperial space...  

But a new species has emerged at a critical time. The Terran Alliance has made 
first contact. The emperor has gone missing. The Sek have nearly completed a 
gate to their home galaxy. A Regent has been chosen. A Contention has been 
called. Only one may wield the Void Scepter. May the Imperium endure eternal!

Origins of the Imperium
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Preconstructed Decklists

Terran Alliance
2 Alliance Bomber
2 Alliance Dropship
2 Alliance Destroyer
2 Missile Cruiser
2 Reinforcements
2 Alliance Battleship
1 Alliance Flagship
1 Missile Base
1 Cerberus Missile
2 Missile Strike
2 Black Op
1 Command Center
1 Battle Plan
1 Attack of Opportunity
2 Tactical Advantage
1 Political Attack Dog
1 Slander
1 Admiral Rakel Ryneck
2 Short-Range Carrier
1 Advanced AI

Mechan
2 Mechan Sentry
2 Grapple Cruiser
2 Mechan Cruiser
2 Mechan Battlecruiser
2 Mechan Dreadstar
2 Mechan Guardian
2 Haywire
2 Engine Bug
1 Reconstruct
1 Upgrade
2 Automated Factory
1 Production Matrix
2 Everforge
1 Two: of the Inner Council
1 Four: Battleform
2 XyoCorp Dropship
2 XyoCorp Supercarrier
1 Advanced Propulsion

Sek
1 Jump Ring
2 Sek Patrol
2 Sek Raider
2 Sek Invader
2 Sek Battlecruiser
2 Singularity Generator
1 Sek Conqueror
1 Gate to Sek Prime
2 Jump
2 Forced Jump
1 Spacial Dislocation
1 Spacial Fissure
1 Singularity Bomb
2 Supernova
2 Ion Storm
1 Lord Zantarif
1 Transporters
1 Disintegration
1 Energy Collector
2 Cruiser

Dregulon
1 Dregulon Infiltrator
2 Dregulon Destroyer
2 Dregulon Battlecruiser
2 Catoran Raiders 
1 Shadow Dreadnaught
1 Underworld Cantina
2 Black Market Supplies
1 Cloak Screen
2 Diversion
2 Unfortunate Accident
2 Proxy Captain
1 Rebel Leader
1 Assassin
1 Spymaster Imlin
1 Sleeper Agent
2 Catoran Gunship
2 Sorellian Glory Seekers
2 Sorellian Pirates
1 Spy
1 Cloning

Roonian
5 Drone
2 Soldier
2 Creeper
2 Battle Queen
2 Breeding Ground
2 Mothership
1 Morpher
2 Brood Mother
1 Roonian Speaker
2 Propagate
2 Expand
1 Hive Mind
1 Swarm
2 Enhanced Morphology
1 The Yorlag
2 Protect the Hive

Avar
2 Avar Clipper
2 Avar Destroyer
2 Avar Raptor
2 Authority Peacekeeper
2 Border Guard
2 Avar Battlecruiser
1 Avar Supercarrier
2 Fighter Base
2 Alert Fighters
2 Authority Intervention
2 Recall
1 Emergency Boosters
1 Ultimate Sacrifice
1 Slingshot Maneuver
1 Shrine of the Fallen
1 Aora, Daughter of Sheratar
1 Imperial Regent
1 Imperial Ambassador
2 Imperial Battleship
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• Ability – Abilities describe one or more effects. An ability is either a keyword ability 
(see page 24) or a paragraph of card text. 

• Adjacent - Refers to being one sector away orthogonally (up, down, left, right). All 
distance in the game is measured orthogonally.

• Asset - Any card that’s controlled by a player, including locations (see Assets, page 6).
• Cancel – When a card is being played, it can be canceled. This means the card does 

not resolve, has no effect, and goes to the scrap pile. 
• Control - If you control an asset, it belongs to you and you can use it. When you 

settle a location or play an asset, you control it and are its “controller”.
• Defender/Defending – Your ships and stations automatically defend your locations. 

Any ships or stations doing so are called defenders or defending. 
• Destroy – When assets take damage equal to or greater than their defense, they 

are destroyed. Additionally, cards and assets can have ‘destroy’ effects. A 
destroyed asset goes to the scrap pile.

• Discard – Take a card in your hand and put it in your scrap pile.
• Effect – Card text describes one more effects that change the rules of the game.
• Enemy – Refers to assets controlled by an opponent.
• Favor - See Win Conditions on page 8, and When Locations are Destroyed on page 16.
• Friendly – Refers to assets or cards being played that you control.
• Here – Literally means ‘in this asset’s sector’.
• Jump – Jumping is like moving, but you enter to the destination sector without 

moving through any of the sectors in-between. Effects that limit movement do not 
affect jumping.

• Lethal – Lethal damage is enough damage to destroy an asset. Total damage that is 
equal to or greater than an asset’s defense is lethal. 

• Owner – You own an asset or card if it was in your deck when the game started. You 
own a token ship if it was created by an asset or card you own.

• Range – In addition to the ‘Range: X’ ability (on p.24), range can be used to describe 
distance in sectors. Some cards specify that certain targets or other effects must 
be “within Range: X of a friendly location”. This means that the target must be that 
number of sectors or less from a friendly location (in increments of up, down, left, right). 

• Remove from play – When a card is removed from play, it goes to an out of play 
area away from the game. This doesn’t trigger Backlash abilities.

• Sector – The map is divided into spaces called sectors. Each sector has a location. 
When ships move, they leave one sector and enter another.

• Settle - Settle is a develop ability ( ) defined on page 12. It is also used in card text 
to mean ‘take control of’ a location.

• Scepter Order - See the top of page 12.
• Scrap pile – This is a pile of face up cards kept near your deck. Cards go here when 

they are discarded, scrapped, canceled, or destroyed. Actions go here after they 
are played. 

• Scrap – Scrapped assets go to the scrap pile. Backlash abilities don’t trigger.
• Source – An asset or card being played which causes the effect.
• Target – Cards may mention they ‘target’ an asset or player. Some cards target even 

though they don’t use the word target. This includes attachments, which target what 
they attach to. It also includes Actions when they affect an asset, unless the word 
“all” is used. Attacks also target.

• There – Literally means ‘in that asset’s sector’.

Glossary
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• Backlash: [effect] – An asset’s Backlash effect triggers when it’s destroyed.

• Blockade (Enemy locations here can’t produce resources.) – During Production, the 
opponent doesn’t count the affected location when getting resources.

• Boarding (When this asset destroys a ship and survives, return the destroyed ship to play 
under your control where it was.) – The asset with Boarding will need to survive (still be in 
play), for the effect to trigger. You get the ship whether you want it or not. If your other 
sources damaged the ship, contributing to it being destroyed, Boarding still triggers. 
Boarding only triggers if you destroyed it (see Who Destroyed It, page 16). 

• Bombard: X (+X Attack when attacking locations) – It gets the attack bonus starting from 
the time it targets the location until end of turn. 

• Cloaking (This can’t be targeted by enemy actions or attacked at Range.) – Being “attacked 
at Range” refers to being attacked by assets with the Range ability that aren’t in the 
same sector as the asset with Cloaking. “All” effects don’t target, so Cloaking doesn’t 
stop damage from cards like Ion Storm or Supernova that affect “all” in an area.

• Delay (No effect first turn you control it.) – You ignore all other abilities on the card the turn 
it’s played, except Deploy abilities, or any text written above the Delay ability.

• Deploy: [effect] – An asset’s Deploy effect triggers when it enters play. This 
includes locations when they are settled. It doesn’t include when you take control of 
an asset from another player, unless it’s with the Troops ability. 

• Limit (You can’t play more than one card with Limit per turn.)

• Production: X – During Production, gain X resources (see Turn Structure on p.12). 

• Rampage: X (During battle, this deals X damage to all enemy ships and stations here.) – 
Rampage damage is simultaneous with damage from attacks during the damage 
step. During the targeting step, include Rampage damage when determining if you 
can deal lethal damage to all defenders and target a location. 

• For example: An Alliance Battleship, which has Rampage: 2, is at an enemy 
location with an enemy ship that has 2 defense. During targeting, Rampage assigns 
2 damage to the defending ship, so the Battleship is clear to target the location.

• Range: X – If an asset has the “Range: X” ability, then it can attack targets X 
sectors away or less during battle (distance in increments of up, down, left, right). 

• Sentry (This ship may be played at any of your locations.) 

• Shipyard (You may play ships here.) – Ships must be played where you have an asset with 
Shipyard, or your Homeworld. This includes token ships created by actions (unless they 
say otherwise). For Shipyard: X, abilities, like Shipyard: Bio, only ships of the indicated 
subtype may be played at that Shipyard. For numbers, like Shipyard: 2, only ships of 
that cost or less may be played at that Shipyard (remember token ships cost 0).

• Tractor Beam (Enemy ships here can’t move.) – They can still jump.

• Troops (When this asset destroys a location, settle it.) – You settle the destroyed location if 
you have colony tokens, whether you want to or not. If your other sources damaged 
the location, contributing to it being destroyed, Troops still triggers. Troops only 
triggers if you destroyed it (see Who Destroyed It, page 16). 
• Troops and timing - Troops is the last ability to resolve during the damage step. 

When locations are destroyed during battle, colony tokens are removed before 
Troops resolves. You can only settle the Imperial Capital with Troops if you meet its 
settle requirement after damage resolves and destroyed ships are removed. 

Keyword Abilities 
Some abilities are referenced using bold keywords. They will sometimes include 
reminder text (in italics) to explain their effects. Below are keyword abilities that 
need additional rules clarifications or often appear without reminder text.
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